Hate

1 Choose the correct words and describe what is happening in the picture on pages 14 to 15 of the EMOTIONARY.

mud  bike  splash  swim  bus stop  dirty  blind  pig  fast
stain  lamp  elephant  boar  motorbike

A pig is waiting at the bus stop, when an elephant rides past fast on a bike and splashes mud on her clothes, leaving dirty stains.

2 How do you think the pig feels? Tick the correct answers.

☐ annoyed  ☐ cross  ☐ sad
☐ irritated  ☐ tender  ☐ thoughtful
☐ in a bad mood  ☐ sleepy  ☐ shocked

3 Look at the picture again and write what you think might happen next.

Sample answer: Maybe the pig shouts at the elephant and the elephant stops and they start arguing. Or maybe the elephant stops and apologises. Maybe he offers to buy the pig some new clothes.
4 Read the text on page 14 of the Emotionary and write T (true) or F (false) next to the sentences.

F Hate always lasts just a short time.

F When you feel hate for someone, you stop loving them.

T When you hate someone, you want bad things to happen to them.

F Hate and anger are the same thing.

T Hate and repulsion are the same thing.

5 Tick the sentence that uses the word fleeting correctly.

☐ He’s a very fleeting person. He’s always changing his group of friends.

☐ Fleeting liquids evaporate easily.

☐ I had the fleeting impression that I was being followed.

6 Now write the wrong sentences again, using the correct word below.

volatile       fickle

He’s a very fickle person. He’s always changing his group of friends.

Volatile liquids evaporate easily.

6 Underline the nine words which have a similar meaning to hate.

loathing        amusement        dislike        warning
provision        hostility        resentment      disgust
impulse          hatred           enthusiasm      animosity
repulsion        attachment      ill will        apathy
Match the words from the previous activity with their meanings.

loathing: a feeling of repulsion caused by something unpleasant
resentment: a bad feeling between people because of something that happened in the past
disgust: a feeling of anger at being treated unfairly
ill will: a strong feeling of hating someone

Read the situation carefully. Which person feels hate? Tick the correct box.

A group of friends is playing with a ball on the beach. Suddenly the ball bounces against a parasol and bursts.

☐ Leila starts crying loudly because the ball is hers.
☐ Freddie shrugs his shoulders and suggests they play another game.
☐ Luke shouts at the owner of the parasol, ‘I hope your parasol breaks.’
☐ Marcus demands that the owner of the parasol buy them another ball.

What you would do in this situation? Write your answer below.

Open answer

What is the difference between love and hate?

Sample answer: When we love someone, we want the best for them. When we hate a person, we want bad things to happen to them.
Write about three situations in which you have felt hate. Say who it was directed at and why.

Open answer

Did you want something bad to happen to the people you hated? What?

Open answer

Did the hate last for a long time in any of the situations you have mentioned? If so, how long did it last?

Open answer
Read the text below and suggest what the children could do to overcome their hate.

Sophie breaks one of Dennis’s toys. Dennis gets angry and threatens to break one of Sophie’s toys.

Sample answer: Sophie could apologise and offer to buy Dennis a new toy. Dennis could count to ten and tell himself it was an accident.

Joe’s mum won’t let him go out to play. Joe says, ‘Next time you want to play something with me, I’m going to say no,’ and walks off.

Sample answer: Joe could stop and think about why his mum won’t let him play outside. He might think that it would be mean to refuse to play with his mum, especially if it’s a fun game.

Ryan trips over Hayley’s rucksack and starts insulting her.

Sample answer: Ryan could stop and think that Hayley didn’t mean to leave her rucksack in his way. Perhaps he has damaged her rucksack.

Invent a happy ending for the story on pages 14 to 15 of the EMOTIONARY.

Open answer
The EMOTIONARY worksheets belong to the Say What You Feel series. For more information on the series, further worksheets and other supplementary materials, please go to www.palabrasaladas.com/f/emo_eng.html